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THE ORIGIN OF WILLIE
World Cup Willie was an inspirational figure

for England during the 1966 World Cup. Willie

was the first mascot ever created and went on

to pave the way for all future mascots.

However, none as legendary as World Cup

Willie. $WILLIE was launched as tribute to the

OG mascot in the build up to the 2022 World

Cup, and is now a utility-meme coin with a

strong ecosystem built to sustain its growth in

the long-term.

$WILLIE IS BRINGING FOOTBALL HOME THIS

WORLD CUP

WILLIE



OUR GOAL
World Cup Willie is a community driven meme coin

with a strong team and public figures backing it.

Our goal is to make $WILLIE the #1 English football

fan token.

Developing our project and community will be the

key in doing so, by creating groundbreaking utilities

and hype this World-Cup season.

Willie is the OG World Cup mascot, a staple in

Football history, and a fun, inspiring figure to football

fans.



TOKENOMICS

Taxes used for buybacks/burns, marketing, project development and 

funding.

World Cup Willie has a 5% tax that goes directly to the marketing wallet 

and is 

designed to be used for buybacks, marketing, liquidity growth, and 

competitions 

as well as giveaways.



$WILLIE Goalkeeper
Betting game
Our goal is to give holders and potential buyers a reason to hold or 

buy $WILLIE.

Which is why we have conceptualized a game for holders to play; 

using $WILLIE, people will be able to use $WILLIE tokens to play.

The concept is straightforward:

- Users will take a penalty against Willie (The goalkeeper)

- If users score they will multiply their $WILLIE tokens 1.95x

- If Willie saves the penalty, the bet will be lost and tokens deposited 

into the smart contract.

- The profits from this system will be utilized for partnerships and       

massive burns.

- Providing our holders with the incentive to hold.
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$WILLIE Partnerships
And marketing
The utility is just a promoter of $WILLIE’s success; in coordination with the 

World Cup hype, we will 

generate massive exposure towards our token, harnessing the true 

potential of our beloved WILLIE!

There is an immense potential for $WILLIE, especially within the next 

coming months. We plan to fulfill this potential by:

- Delivering a seamless and enjoyable betting experience  

through our Willie Penalty game

- Onboarding numerous football players to the $WILLIE team to  

gain exposure to our target audience, football fans.

- Partnerships with fellow World Cup tokens will be used to 

further boost $WILLIE’s growth.

- Onboarding the biggest names in the space to get behind 

$WILLIE.

https://worldcupwillie.org/
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?outputCurrency=0xe7094edf87a4e307590d011fb2db50219131d9ed
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